
World Literature Summer Reading 

If you are signed up for WORLD literature [not Multicultural—please double check], this 

is your assignment. 

 

The Geography of Bliss by Eric Weiner 
Part foreign affairs discourse, part humor, and part twisted self-help guide, The 
Geography of Bliss takes the reader from America to Iceland to India in search of 
happiness, or, in the crabby author's case, moments of "un-unhappiness." The 
book uses a beguiling mixture of travel, psychology, science and humor to 
investigate not what happiness is, but where it is. Are people in Switzerland happier 
because it is the most democratic country in the world? Do citizens of Qatar, awash 
in petrodollars, find joy in all that cash? Is the King of Bhutan a visionary for his 
initiative to calculate Gross National Happiness? Why is Asheville, North Carolina 
so damn happy? With engaging wit and surprising insights, Eric Weiner answers 
those questions and many others, offering travelers of all moods some interesting 
new ideas for sunnier destinations and dispositions. – Amazon.com 

 

Assignment: 

1. Read the Introduction and chapters1-5. These chapters cover the countries of The 

Netherlands, Switzerland, Bhutan, Qatar, and Iceland. Annotate by asking questions in the 

margins or underlining things that stick out to you. 

2. The following journal questions will be due by Wednesday, August 5: 

a. In the Netherlands chapter, Eric talks about the World Database of Happiness. Do you 

think happiness can be quantified into numbers and data? In other words, can it be 

reduced to lists and measurable numbers? If not, why not? If you think it can, explain 

why. 

b. The Swiss have a real connection to their past and to their hometowns. Is that a 

prerequisite for happiness? Are Americans disconnected from their roots? If so, what 

can be done to reverse this trend? 

c. Bhutan has been isolated from the rest of the world for many centuries. Does this 

contribute to their happiness? Why do you think they are so happy? 

d. In Qatar, Eric explores the relationship between money and happiness and concludes 

that money erodes happiness by putting up barriers between people. Do you agree? 

Doesn’t money allow us to buy the “good things” in life, things that bring us joy? 

e. Eric meets an Icelander who tells him the key to happiness is to “embrace failure.” What 

does he mean by that? Is he right? Do Americans embrace, or even tolerate, failure? 

Journal questions MUST be typed, 12 point font. 

We will be covering other chapters in the beginning of the semester. Looking forward to exploring this 

world and this weird thing called happiness with you! 


